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Computing Community Consortium
The mission of the Compu/ng
Research Associa/on's
Compu/ng Community
Consor/um (CCC) is to catalyze
the compu/ng research
community and enable the
pursuit of innova/ve, highimpact research.

Association for the Advancement of
Artificial Intelligence
The Associa/on for the Advancement of
Ar/ﬁcial Intelligence (AAAI) is an interna/onal
scien/ﬁc society devoted to promote research
in, and responsible use of, ar/ﬁcial intelligence.
AAAI also aims to increase public
understanding of AI, improve the teaching and
training of AI prac//oners, and provide
guidance for research planners and funders
concerning the importance and poten/al of
current AI developments and future direc/ons.

AI Roadmap: Process
• Summer 2018: CCC discusses poten/al Roadmap leaders with
academia, government, & industrial stakeholders; selects
AAAI president (Gil) & president-elect (Selman).
• Fall 2018: Co-leaders, together with AI research community,
design three workshops.
• Nov 2018-Jan 2019: Workshops take place.
• Jan 2019: Town hall at AAAI; mee/ngs with key stakeholders.
• Mar-Apr 2019: DC brieﬁngs at OSTP, NSF, DARPA, NITRD AIIWG, DIB, and The Hill with CRA.
• Apr 2019: CCC and community feedback.
• August 2019: ﬁnal release of AI Roadmap.

Workshops and Their Leads
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Findings
• AI will be transforma/ve, with rapid, worldwide impact.
• At same /me, there are many concerns about security
and vulnerability of AI systems.
• Future of work in an AI-enabled world also requires
cri/cal a[en/on.
• Accelera/ng industry successes in AI are built on
academic founda/ons and facilitated by massive data
sets, compute power, and human resources.

Findings (cont.)
• Few of AI’s big challenges can be solved by piecing together
academic research projects.
• Many of the associated issues and problems are outside of
industry scope, priori/es, and /melines.

• Solving the next genera/on of AI challenges will require
bringing together academia, industry, and government.

Recommendations
I. Na/onal AI Infrastructure
§
§
§
§

Na/onal AI research centers
Mission-driven AI labs
Open AI pla_orms and resources
Sustained community-driven AI challenges

II. Training an AI Workforce
III. Core AI Programs

National AI Research Centers
• Mul/-university centers with aﬃliated ins/tu/ons, focused
on pivotal areas of long-term AI research (e.g., integrated
intelligence, trust and responsibility).
• Decade-scale funding to support on the order of 100 faculty,
200 AI engineers, 500 students, and necessary compu/ng
infrastructure.
• Visi/ng fellows from academia, industry, and government will
enable cross-cubng research and tech transfer.
Some possible models:

Mission-Driven AI Laboratories
• Living laboratories for AI development in
targeted problem domains with major
societal impact (AI-ready homes,
hospitals, schools, …).
• Designed to allow AI researchers access
to unique data and collabora/ons.
• Decade-scale funding to support
permanent researchers, visitors from
AI Research Centers, AI engineers and
technicians, and domain experts and staﬀ.

Open AI Platforms and Resources
Open, shared R&D resources:
• AI pla_orms, facili/es, testbeds.
• Data, knowledge bases.
• Toolsets, sofware, hardware, storage, …

AI Challenges
Sustained community-driven AI challenges:
• Capitalize on energies and synergies that are fostered by
healthy compe//on, while promo/ng concerted
progress on hard AI problems.

More Recommendations …
II. Training a 21st Century AI Workforce
Curriculum development, at all levels, incorpora/ng
AI ethics and policy.
§ Educa/on and training beyond the tradi/onal BA/BS
(e.g., community college programs, cer/ﬁcate
programs, online post-baccalaurate programs, …).
§ Recruitment and reten/on programs.
§ Incen/vizing interdisciplinary AI studies (incl. policy,
law, societal impact, …).
§

III. Core AI Programs
§

Maintain and extend funding for these cri/cal and
fer/le programs.

Societal Drivers
• Boost health and quality of life.
• Provide lifelong educa/on and training.
• Reinvent business innova/on and compe//veness.
• Accelerate scien/ﬁc discovery and technical innova/on.
• Expand evidence-driven social opportunity and policy.
• Transform na/onal defense and security.

Other CCC AI Panels at AAAS 2020
• “New Approaches to Fairness in Automated Decision
Making”: Friday, Feb. 14, 8:00 – 9:30 am.

• “Using Compu/ng to Sustainably Feed a Growing
Popula/on”: Friday, Feb. 14, 3:30 – 5:00 pm.
• “Detec/ng, Comba/ng, and Iden/fying Dis and Misinforma/on”: Saturday, Feb. 15, 10:00 – 11:30 am.
Impacts on society are central to community’s thinking.

AI Roadmap Foundation and Pillars

Begin forwarded message:

A 20-Year Community Roadmap for
Artificial Intelligence Research in the US

From: AAAI Press <publications19@aaai.org>
Subject: Recap
Date: July 8, 2019 at 3:52:40 PM PDT
To: Carol McKenna Hamilton <hamilton@aaai.org>
Could you check this for me?

Hi Denise,
While it is fresh in my mind, I wanted to provide you with a recap on the AAAI proceedings work done.
Some sections of the proceedings were better than others, which is to be expected because authors in some subject areas are less likely to use figures, the use of which is a significant factor in error rate.
The vision section was an excellent example of this variability. The number of problems in this section was quite high. Although I only called out 13 papers for additional corrections, there were many problems that I simply let go. What continues to be an issue, is why the team didn’t catch many of these errors before compilation began. For example, some of the errors involved the use of the caption package, as well as the existence of setlength commands. These are errors that should have been discovered and corrected before compilation.
As I’ve mentioned before, running search routines on the source of all the papers in a given section saves a great deal of time because, in part, it insures consistency.
That is something that has been decidedly lacking with regard to how these papers have been (or haven’t been) corrected. It is a cause for concern because the error rate should have been improving, not getting worse.
Another, more serious problem involves the introduction of errors (adding declarations to the preamble or code to the paper that are specifically disallowed) to papers that were *not* sent back to the author, and which were originally fine.
That was what happened on all the source files that I requested from you.
I will take AAAI-WangC.289 in the NLP section as an example, a paper that was not over length:
In the preamble to this paper, someone on the team added
\thispagestyle{plain}
\pagestyle{plain}
to the preamble — a set of declarations that should be stripped, not added. This code was not in the original submission from the author.
That person also added negative vspace — again, a declaration that should be stripped, not added.
This is what the author submitted on 2 February 19
\begin{figure}
\centering
\subfigure[Varying \#hidden layers]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-depth}}
\subfigure[Varying \#hidden units]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-width}}
\caption{Change of performance in term of accuracy when the neural network architecture varies over BLESS dataset.}
\label{fig:exp1-net}
\end{figure}
This is what the team did to figure 2: (note the -3pt)
\begin{figure}
\centering
\subfloat[Varying \#hidden layers]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-depth}}
\subfloat[Varying \#hidden units]{
\includegraphics[width=0.2\textwidth]{exp1-bless-width}}
\caption{Change of performance in term of accuracy when the neural network architecture varies over BLESS dataset.}
\label{fig:exp1-net}{\vspace*{-3pt}}
\end{figure}
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This is what the author submitted for table 7 (note the -15 point):
\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{scriptsize}
\begin{tabular}{lll lll}
\hline
\bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score & \bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score\\
\hline
petrol & provision & 0.908 & wildfires & threat & 0.845\\
handicrafts & business & 0.872 & \bf steroids & \bf alternative & \bf 0.813\\
pantsuit & product & 0.870 & psychiatrist & profession & 0.808\\
\bf bacteria & \bf measure & \bf 0.864 & tarragon & food & 0.808\\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{scriptsize}
\caption{Examples of newly detected hypernymy relations, together with their scores. Errors are printed in bold.}
\label{tab:exp6b}
\end{table}
This is what the team did:
\begin{table}
\centering
%\begin{scriptsize}
\resizebox{.95\columnwidth}{!}{
\begin{tabular}{lll lll}
\hline
\bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score & \bf Hypo. & \bf Hyper. & \bf Score\\
\hline
petrol & provision & 0.908 & wildfires & threat & 0.845\\
handicrafts & business & 0.872 & \bf steroids & \bf alternative & \bf 0.813\\
pantsuit & product & 0.870 & psychiatrist & profession & 0.808\\
\bf bacteria & \bf measure & \bf 0.864 & tarragon & food & 0.808\\
\hline
\end{tabular}}
%\end{scriptsize}
\caption{Examples of newly detected hypernymy relations, together with their scores. Errors are printed in bold.}
\label{tab:exp6b}{\vspace*{-15pt}}
\end{table}

Available at: https://cra.org/ccc/
The other archives you sent had similar examples, which indicates to me that, at the very least, training and quality control is spotty at best. That the problems showed up at the end of the production, and not the beginning only increases the seriousness of the problem.
Another problem area is the curious issue of overlength papers for which the author has paid for another page, then turning out not to be over length. That has never happened — ever, so somehow these papers are being shortened by the team, or sent back to the authors to be fixed, even though the overlength condition was intentional.
If the author paid for the extra page, no one should be going through and shortening them.
The xml problems were frankly unexpected. I have uploaded more than 25 year's worth of AI Magazine to OJS, as well as the current SoCS and FLAIRS conferences, and never encountered the issues that were apparent with ICAPS, and appear to be apparent with AAAI, because I only made one upload per issue or section. Once it was done, it was done. Individual corrections to papers (there were 13 in ICAPS, for example), should NOT be done by uploading another xml file, but rather by uploading the revised PDF via the OJS program itself. And why would that even be necessary? XML should be done at the end, after all the revisions and corrections to papers are complete — not before.

Thank You!
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BACKUP SLIDES
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THE CCC COUNCIL
Chair: Mark Hill
Vice Chair: Liz Bradley

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terms ending June 2022
Sujata Banerjee, VMware
Elisa Ber/no, Purdue University
Tom Conte, Georgia Tech
Maria Gini, University of Minnesota
Chad Jenkins, University of Michigan
Melanie Mitchell, Portland State University
Ka/e Siek, Indiana University

•
•
•
•
•
•

Terms ending June 2021
Ian Foster, University of Chicago
Roni[ Rubinfeld, MIT
Suresh Venkatasubramanian, Utah
Daniel P. Lopres/, Lehigh University
David C. Parkes, Harvard
Shwetak Patel, Univ. Washington

•
•
•
•
•
•

Terms ending June 2020
Nadya Bliss, Arizona State
Juliana Freire, NYU
Keith Marzullo, Maryland
Greg Morrise[, Cornell
Jennifer Rexford, Princeton
Ben Zorn, Microsof Research

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

“Artificial Intelligence is the study of ideas that enable computers to be
intelligent. Intelligence includes: ability to reason, ability to acquire and apply
knowledge, ability to perceive and manipulate things in the physical world, and
others.” (PHW 1984)
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• Symbolic AI
• logic systems
• planners, theorem provers
• rule-based systems
• qualitative reasoning
•…
• Statistical AI
• machine learning
• neural nets
• support vector machines
• Bayesian techniques
•…
23

• Symbolic AI:
• reasons generally and can report on its
reasoning
• but someone has to feed it the operative
knowledge
• and “knowledge engineering” is hard.
• Statistical AI:
• works really well, but requires lots of information
to learn from (training sets, priors, …)
• output = statistics, not explanations
24

Challenges to US Leadership in AI
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